
Eisl Diziani
Kuchyňská baterie, otočná o 360°, ideální pro dvojité dřezy.

EAN: 9002560793867

66,24 €
55,20 € bez DPH

The original kitchen faucet Eisl Diziani embodies the individuality of the customer. The production of the
faucet emphasizes high-quality processing and practicality.

The Eisl Diziani sink faucet in a trendy color design, combining glossy chrome with white, will become
the focal point of the kitchen. If you are looking for a purely white kitchen faucet, for example, for a
ceramic white sink, then the Eisl Diziani white is truly WHITE without any dots.

The kitchen faucet is also very practical, it has a 360° swivel spout, making it an ideal choice for double
sinks. In the central  position of the lever,  it  offers a cold start function, meaning only cold water flows.
The faucet is equipped with a high-quality ceramic seal.

Thanks to the attached manual, battery installation is simple - as the manufacturer claims, it becomes
child's play. The battery package includes two connecting hoses (connections for cold and hot water) and
it is also suitable for flow heaters.

We offer this battery in a variety of colors:



white / shiny chrome

Key features of the Eisl Diziani kitchen faucet

trendy color combination
practical kitchen faucet with a 360° swivel spout, ideal for double sinks
sustainability thanks to the cold start function
high-quality processing, ceramic cartridge
two connecting hoses, suitable also for flow-through water heaters
German quality

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Arch
Surface treatment: White / chrome
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm
Length of connecting hoses (cm): 40
Screwing hoses: "0" - connection of flex hoses 3/8"
Warranty: 2 years
Battery height (cm): cca 33
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 23.5
Height of the packaging: 6.5
Depth of the packaging: 34
Weight including packaging (kg): 1.2



  

  

  

  

  




